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The analysis of the equilibrium ofa relativistic high intensity particle beam circulating in an annular chamber is developed
in the Vlasov framework. A relative space-charge limit is established. The characteristics of the vacuum chamber and of
the coil are determined, in a particular solution, froni the asymptotic expansions of the potentials in the vicinity of the
magnetic axis.
1. INTRODUCTION
The use of neutralized relativistic electron beams
to produce high self-magnetic fields was initially
proposed by Budker.1 In connection with re-
searches on new focusing principles fof' particle
accelerators, experiments were initiated on plasma
betatron devices, especially at CERN,2and pursued
on more conventional air-core betatrons, with a
crossed fields injection system,· allowing relatively
high intensities;3 simultaneously, high intensity
air-core betatrons were built in USSR.4 A little
later, a new principle of collective acceleration of
heavy ions by an intense relativistic electron ring
(ERA) was proposed by Veksler,s initiating experi-
ments which are presently pursued in many
countries.
Independently, in connection with plasma re-
search for fusion reactors, Christofilos proposed
the Astron device6 based on the magnetic properties
of a cylindrical relativistic electron layer. The
trapping of high current beams in magnetic
structures was investigated and, more recently, the
containment of such beams in a toroidal chamber
was achieved,7-10 leading to a device which can be
considered as a cross-breed between Tokamak
and Astron.
From a theoretical point of view, the two lines
of research require an exact knowledge of the
stability properties of a partially neutralized
intense relativistic particle ring. Up to now, the
most detailed studies are restricted to the equilib-
rium of annular beams of particles with a unique
azimuthal canonical momentum, which closely
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simulates practical situations.t A first approach
was attempted ten years ago in the frame of a cold
beam theory in which the Brillouin flow model
was extended to the relativistic and annular case. 12
More realistic studies appeared five years later13,14
and, more recently, new detailed approaches to
the equilibrium problem were published,15-18 in
the presence or absence of a conducting jacket
around the annular beam (which is supposed to
have a large aspect ratio) and also the presence or
absence of a background thermal plasma. 19,20
In this study, a calculation is carried out of the
equilibrium of an intense relativistic particle beam
circulating in an annular conductingjacket, equilib-
rium which is of practical interest, as already
mentioned, for many projects currently under
investigation.21 Starting from the Vlasov descrip-
tion of the equilibrium with an arbitrary distribu-
tion function, expanded solutions of the potentials
are established in the vicinity of a reference,
central orbit near the magnetic axis, identified
as the orbit of macroscopic equiiibrium; for a
sufficiently high intensity of the beam, a strong
self-focusing effect is obtained, which leads to a
rapid decrease of the density in the outward
direction from the equilibrium orbit. Thus, it is
possible to enclose the beam-without appreciable
losses of particles on the wall-in an annular
conducting jacket coinciding with an electrostatic
equipotential surface; furthermore, a current distri-
bution is easily determined on another annular
t To be sure, another model, the so-called "rigid rotor"
model, has been. also taken into consideration. 11
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surface surrounding the jacket, and coinciding
with a flux surface, .so that the total poloidal
magnetic field vanishes out of this surface (this
distribution being equivalent to the image currents
induced on the annular surface considered as
perfectly conductive).
The difference between this work and previous
ones15,16,20 lies in the fact that the cross section
of the chamber is not imposed a priori, and in
particular is not circular (although it may not
differ widely from circular); with respect to other
works on the subject,17,18 it must be emphasized
that no intensity limitation-but that which cor-
responds to the natural relative space-charge
limit for the unneutralized beam case-is experi-
enced here. As in all these publications, a similar
(but not so restrictive) limitation for the aspect
ratio is imposed by the analytical treatment of the
problem; a definite release of this limitation could
be achieved, if desired, through a numerical
solution, or an extension of the analytical solu-
tion,11 thus allowing the determination of vacuum
chamber shapes considerably enlarged as in the
Astron configuration.
The important case of a monoenergetic beam is
considered in the Appendix, while an elementary
indicative application of the general case is com-
puted for an unneutralized beam of constant
transverse temperature (Gibbs' distribution), giving
an idea of what could be a practical design. For
detailed developments, the reader can be referred
to the report Ref. 22.
2. THE VLASOV EQUATIONS
The Vlasov theory is the natural frame for the
analysis of the equilibrium and stability of intense
annular beams in which collisions and radiations
of the' particles are neglected.23 Restricting our-
self to the description of a stationary state, and
since the problem is relativistic and of axial
symmetry (with also an equatorial plane of sym-
metry perpendicular to the axis Oz in 0) the
canonical variables are chosen, so that the distribu-
tion function f(r, z, Pr, Po, Pz)-where Pr, Po, Pz
are the canonically conjugate momenta of the
cylindrical coordinates r, 0, z-is a solution of
the Vlasovequation:
Use has been made in this equation of the fact
that Po is a single particle constant of the motion,
as well as the Hamiltonian R, since:
dPo = _ oR = o. dR = oR = 0
dt 00 'dt at
Apart from the degenerate case:
oR _ oR _ oR _ oR - 0
aPr - oPz - a;: - a; =
which corresponds to the theoretical space-charge
limit of a "cold beam," and has been considered
elsewhere,12 obvious particular solutions of (1)
are given by arbitrary functions of the invariants
R and Po:
f = F(R, Po)
The Hamiltonian, sum of the total kinetic energy
and of the potential energy, can be expressed as:
H = mc2 y + qV (2)
and:
Pr = Pr + qAr; Po = r(po + qAo); Pz = pz + qAz
where:
m and q are the rest-mass and charge of the
beam particles
V is the electrostatic potential
A(Ar , Ao' A z ) is the vector potential
P(Pr' Po, pz) is the mechanical momentum
so that:
y = (1 - 132 )-1 /2, with 13 = ~, myv = P
c
In particular, the aiimuthal velocity Vo is
given by:
Po
myvo = - - qAo (3)r
and the transverse velocity v..L(vr , vz) by myv..L = P.l
where, P..L(Pr, pz) is the transverse mechanical
momentum. Then, from the definition of the charge
and current densities p = nq and j = p<v), where
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n is the number density of the beam and <v) the
mean value of v, and since:
[ (
p )2 J1 /2
mc2 y = c pi + -; - qAIJ + m2c2
one obtains, after an obvious transformation of the
transverse momentum variables:
rp = 2nqf)J:F(H, PIJ)p1. dp1. dPIJ (4)
rjlJ = 2nqLooJ:vIJF(H, PIJ)p1. dp1. dPIJ (5)
where Hand Ve are given by (2) and (3). Note that
the transverse components of j are necessarily zero,
so that je = j; the azimuthal magnetic field
Be = oAr/oz - oAz/or is thus a vacuum field, and
consequently varies as l/r; since this~field does not
appear explicity, the only component of A that is
relevant to our problem is Ao, and for simplicity
in the following we shall drop the subscript () from
it, namely, we shall write A for Ao•
A "transverse temperature" of the beam, T1. ,
can also be defined as the mean transverse kinetic
energy, namely:
rnT1. = 2nfooJ +00 ( pi )F(H, Po)p1. dp1. dPo (6)
o -00 2my
with the usual condition that this energy is small
compared to the mean kinetic one:
rnT1. ~ 2n100J:mc2yF(H, PIJ)p1. dp1. dPIJ
A limitation for the distribution function which
allows theoretical developments of practical in-
terest consists in assuming that all the particles
have the same azimuthal canonical momentum.
Since the magnetic flux through the loop formed
by the annular beanl is arbitrary, and the expression
of the flux ¢ through a circle of radius r and axis
Oz is ¢ = 2nrA, there is no loss of generality in
choosing a common value Po = 0; this is equivalent
to choosing as the new azimuthal vector-potential
A, the old quantity A - Pe/qr, thus achieving a
cancellation between the two terms that appear
in the definition of Po:
with:






1 - kr~V = - -- (rp)
80
rp = 2nqLoofi'(H - E(1)p1. dp1.
foo §,(H - E )rj = - 2nq2 A 0 P1. dp1.o my
with:
and:
T1. ~ mc2 y
The complete system of the Vlasov equations is
obtained, for a partially neutralized beam of
electrons, by adding to (4') (5') the Maxwell
equations, written in mks units as follows:
mc2y = C(q2A2 + m2c2)1 /2 (7')
Writing, in the general caset:
F(H, Po) = ff(H - Eo) bPo
where b is Dirac's function, and Eo is a constant,
one obtains:
r(AA - ~) = - Jio(rj) (9)
where k is the coefficient of neutralization by a cold
background of ions (0 S k S 1), 80 and Po are the
vacuum constants (with 8 0 POC2 = 1)~ = 02/or2 +(1/r)0/or + 02/0Z2. This is a system of two non-
linear elliptic partial differential equations of the
second order in two independent variables, for
the two potential functions. Since the beam is
annular, one can expect that there exists a solution
of this system having a maximum value of the
quantity rp on a central orbit near the magnetic
axis; the density p is supposed to become negligible
far from this orbit so that, as explained in the
introduction, a spatial limitation of the beam can
be achieved without appreciable losses of particles:
A conducting jacket coincides with an electrostatic
potential surface V = const and a coil of azimuthal
currents coincides with a magnetic flux surface
¢ = const surrounding the jacket; the surface
(7)
(3')myve + qA = 0
where y is given by:
mc2 y = c(pi. + m2c2y2)1 / 2
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current density i of this coil is given by B..L == Jlo i
where BlJBr, Bz) is the transverse field, with
2nrBr == -of/>/oz, 2nrBz == of/>/or. Thus, interpret-
ing this current distribution as that induced on a
'perfectly conducting flux surface, the beam can
be considered as screened electrostatically and
magnetically from the outside domain.
3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
A general method to solve analytically the dif-
ferential equations (8), (9) together with (4'), (5')
consists in expanding the potentials Vand A -and
consequently the quantities rp and rj-in the
vicinity of a certain point (r0' zo) in the meridian
plane. An alternative expression of the integrals
(4') (5') (6') is then obtained by choosing for the
constant Eo th~ value of E == me2y + qV at the
given point, and by introducing the integration
variable u == H - Eo with, from (2) and (7):
me2y == u + (Eo - qV) == e(pi + m2e2y2)1 /2
e2p.l dp.l == [u + (Eo - qV)] du == me2y du
so that:
rj == - 2nq2A foo ff(u) du
AE
2n foorn == 2 [u + (Eo - qV)]ff(u) du
e AE
(where ff~~) is the value of the nth derivative of
~(u) for u == 0), and the series:
1 00 (~E/me2)n
S1 == 1 +-N LN(n-1) , ;
(-1) n=l n.
1 00 (~E/me2)n
S2 == 1 +-N LN(n-2) ,(-2)n=1 n.
1 00 (~E/mc2)n
S3 == 1 + -N L N(n- 3) ,(-3) n=1 n.
the following expansions can be written:
foo 00 (~E)n- ~(u) du == 11 + L ff~~)l) -,-AE n=1 n.
N(-1)S1
== 22nroJloq
foo 00 (~E)nu~(u)du == 12 - L (n - 1)~~~)2)_,-AE n=2 n.
me
2 2






= 13 + "2 n~3(n - l)(n - 2)ffl~)3)~
(me2)2 2





Eo - qV == me2y - ~E; ~E == E - Eo
Introducing the in;egrals:
11 = -l°Off(U)dU; 1z = l°OUff(U)dU;
1 foo13 ==-- u2ff(u)du2 0
(which are supposed to exist and be finite), the
dimensionless coefficients:
N(n) == 2nroJloq2 I _n(me2)n+ 1
for n == -1, -2, -3
N 2 2 O);"(n) ( 2)n+ 1(n) == nroJloq 0.7- (0) me for n ~ 0
and:
[~ ro (rp)] T.lz = N(-z)YSz - N(-3)S3 (6")me 80 me
which is deduced from (5") after substitution of
N(n) by -N(n-1)' Then:
[ 1 - N(-2)_ S2Jmy<vo>== -qA (10)N(-l)y Sl
T.l N(-Z) Sz 1 - (N(-3/N (-Z)y)S3/SZ (11)
me2 - N(-l) S1 1 - (N(-2/N (-1)y)S2/S1
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with:





~ (~2~) > 0; ~ (~2~) > 0 (13')
Ao ur 0 Ao uZ 0
Note that in this case, through the reference point
goes an orbit of "macroscopic equilibrium," de-
fined· as an orbit of zero macroscopic forces 1 7 by
<8H/or)0 = 0 or by the equivalent relation:
(8V) _<vo) (OA) = 0 (14)or 0 0 or 0
Since, from (10 bis), the inequalities (12') can be
written as:
(which is arbitrarily supposed positive) are minima
at this point (as the absolute value of vo) having the




81 = 82 = 83 = exp{ -~E/8}
it is obtained:
ro/lo(rj) = N(-1)A exp{ -~E/8} (4"')
~ ro (rp) = -N(-dy + ejmc2)exp{ -A.Eje}
me eo
(5"')
N(-1) = -2nro/loq2§(0)0 (8 #- 0)
Usually the temperature, however, is restricted to
the condition based on physical grounds: 8 ~ me2y
so that, from (5"'):
q ro;ie2e(rp)~ -N(_1)yexp{-~E/8} (5-bis)
o
and from (4"'):
g;(u) = ~o) exp{ -u/8}
where 8 is a constant, leads to:
-N(n/N (n+1) = 8/me2 (n ~ -3)




where the index zero means that the value is
taken at the reference point (r = ro, Z = 0). In the
particular case:
It is easy to see, from Eqs. (4"')-(5"'), that for the
quantities rp and rj to be very small near the con-
ducting jacket, and consequently the losses to the
wall negligible, ~E must be much larger than 8.
A natural choice for the definition of a reference
point, in the equatorial plane, is:
(av) = (~~) = 0 (13)or 0 or 0
where V and A can be supposed to have no other
extremum inside the beam and qV is then neces-
sarily maximum at the reference point, E and qA
(OE) = 0or 0 (12)
the macroscopic forces are "focusing," and the
equilibrium orbit can be said "stable" (in this
sense).
It can be shown that these remarks are also rel-
evant, under certain conditions, in the general case
ofEqs. (4")-(5"). From these equations it is obtained
by adding the equations (14'), considered as
strictly valid, and similarly the Maxwell equations
(8) and (9)-the following condition:
qAo > (-N(-oyo + N(_2»)(1 - k)1/2 (16)
me - K
with:
K = [N(-1)(N(-1) - 1)J1 /2;
meyo = (q2Ao + m2e2)1 /2
Assuming N(-2) < -N(-1) (so that Tl.o < me2 ),(16) is equivalent to the unique condition, given
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(17)
here for the unneutralized beam case (k = 0):
qA > qd' qd = (-N )1 /2
o - 'me (-1)
x [1 -N(_1)(N(-2»)2J1 /2 - K N(-2) (16')
N(-l) N(-l)
which leads, as it can be established,22 to the deter-




me * *no s:; - qd N(-l)nO s:; no
where n6 can be identified with the well-known
theoretical limit (Y/Jlo me2 ) (B;)o corresponding to· a
cold beam.
From these remarks, it is possible to determine,
in the particular case of an equilibrium orbit of
zero electric field, analytical solutions of the
Vlasov equations which correspond to a decreasing
density from the equilibrium orbit and satisfy
boundary conditions in the equatorial plane.
Observe that the specification of A and V in all the
equatorial plane is equivalent to the specification
of A and V and all their radial derivatives on the
reference orbit, since we know that the solution is
analytical there.




or2 0 < 1 - N(-l)
imposing, through N(-l)' a sufficiently high current
density; and from (14') the condition:
(02V) eq2A~ 1 (02A)o < -q or2 < (q2A~ + m2c2)1 /2 Ao or2 0
(18)
Then, knowing the distribution function by the
value of the coefficients N(_ 2)' N(-1)' N(o), N(1) etc.,
the Maxwell equations (8), (9) together with
(4")-(5") can be written, with the reduced variables
R = r/ro, Z = z/ro and potentials a = qA/mc,
v = qV/me2 :
La = NaS 1 + aR- 1
Lv = - [NySl + MS2](1 - k)
where L is the linear operator R(02/aR2 + a2/aZ 2 )
+ alaR and N = -N(-l)' M = N(-2)' The prob-
lem of the successive derivation of these equations
with respect to Rand Z-which allows the deter-
mination of the axial and mixed derivatives of a
and v on the reference orbit-is then reduced to
that of the derivation of S1(W), S2(W) with
w=y+v
and:
N dnS1/dwn = -N(n-l)' M dnS2/dwn = N(n-2)'
and of the derivation of y = (1 + a2)1 /2. Thus,
Taylor's expansions of the potentials are obtained
which, according to the Cauchy-Kowalewski theo-
rem (see, e.g., Ref. 11), are convergent in a suffici-
ently small domain around the equilibrium orbit.
The following indicative example has been com-
puted from the expansions of the potentials up to
the 4th order in the case of a Gibbs distribution
function of electrons (unneutralized beam case).
Weput:
N = 19; Yo ~ ao = 7
and:
0/me2 = 1/10
These values correspond to an electron beam of
3 MeV with a transverse temperature of 50 keV. It
is found, letting X = R - 1, and with ~a = a - ao,
~v = v - vo:
~a 10 (2 2) 23, 25 (2 Z2)
- = -x + z - -- x x +
ao 2! 3!
1 44+ 4! (64,7X - 14,8Z )
L\v = - 68,2 (X2 + Z2) + 153,28 X (X2 + Z2)
2! 3!
-:! (282,7X4 - 279,3Z4 )
The density is given by:
rn ~ rono[l - l,03(X2 + Z2)]
The figure represents a possible shape of the
conducting equipotential vacuum chamber and of
the coil; the indicated wire distribution density
corresponds to a zero of the total magnetic field







FIGURE 1 Geometrical characteristics of an annular con-
figuration for the containment of a relativistic beam of constant
transverse temperature.
outside of the coil. Since the losses of electrons on
the wall are only a function of the product rn, the
last formula shows that this very simple example
leads to an appreciable (but quite insufficient)
decrease of the losses (10 % to 15 %) compared
to that which would occur on the wall of a
thin annular chamber (X ~ Z ~ O)t. It is clear,
therefore, that the determination of a practical
design would require a more adequate distribution
function-corresponding to a maximum transverse
temperature on a central orbit-and more com-
plex computations. Note that a coil of zero total
current-equivalent to the copper shell of a Toka-
mak-is easily obtained by superposing, to the
preceding surface current distribution, another one
which generates only an external flux, so that the
resulting current is alternatively positive or neg-
ative on the coil surface.
4. CONCLUSION
The analytical theory of the equilibrium of a rel-
ativistic partially neutralized high intensity beam
circulating in an annular vacuum chamber has been
developed. Due to the screening effect of the cham-
ber, no other restriction (such as density limit-
ation17) besides a relatively large aspect ratio is
needed for the theory to be self-consistent; in
t Another difficulty of this example comes from the fact
that the beam current should be simulated between the vacuum
chamber and the coil.
particular, when the electric field vanishes on the
so-called macroscopic equilibrium orbit, a space-
charge limit depending of the transverse temper-
ature is found, generalizing the theoretical space-
charge limit corresponding to a cold beam. The
equilibrium results from the image charges and
currents respectively on the conductive (highly
resistive) chamber and on the highly conductive
coil surface, the currents on this latter surface being
eventually maintained by an external power supply.
The resulting guiding and focusing forces can be
related to the separation of the orbits of zero
electrostatic and magnetic fields, which does not
occur in the rectilinear case.
The case of a completely neutralized beam-
which can be identified, in particular, with that of
runaways in a Tokamak-leads to magnetic
boundary conditions similar to that on the copper
shell. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the
equivalent coil is typically that of an air-core
circular accelerator, or that of a betatron,3 the
equilibrium orbit of which is relatively near to its
inner wall; such a coil allows-besides a very large
potential well-a large accelerating field favouring
high intensity runaways; when the self magnetic
field increases, an additional accelerating flux
should be provided in such a way that the equili-
brium orbit remains inside the annular coil
("2/1 condition" approximately satisfied), moving
relatively near to the outer wall, for the boundary
conditions to be satisfied as in the above example.
A more complete determination of the working
conditions of a practical design would require the
study of the stability of the equilibrium in the pres-
ence of an azimuthal field in the same Vlasov
framework, and of the effect of a confined back-
ground thermal plasma. The latter will be studied
in a coming publication, with an application to a
quasi-monoenergetic beam.
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Appendix
CASE OF A MONOENERGETIC BEAM
In the particular case of a beam of particles of the
same total energy H 0' one can write:




<Vo> = Vo = -qA/my
Then, the azimuthal velocity and the value of the
transverse velocity are determined at any point
inside the beam. Since:
F(H, Po) = Fob(H - Ho)bPo
where b is Dirac's function, and F0 a constant, the
density n is given by:
rn = 2nF0 100 b(H - Ho}p 1- dp1-
Introducing the integration variable u such that:
u = mc2y; u du = c2p .1 dp .1
one gets:
2nF0 500 ~( -) d 2nF0 -U(- -)rn = -2- Uu U - Y U = -2- Y Y - x
c x C
with x= me2 y, y = mc2 y, and where U is Heavi-
side's step function. Since y + x> 0 and y2 - x2
= c2 p;':
where r0 is the radius of a reference orbit, and no
and Yo the values of nand y on this orbit. Thus, as
established by Davidson and Lawson, 1 7 the beam
is sharply bounded by an "envelope surface" of
zero transverse velocity.
We shall briefly discuss this case in the base of
the equation of motion for the single particle. The
equation of the radial motion of a particle is:
or, from (A.I) and (A.2):
dPr dp..L
dt - -qvzBo + V..L a;:
A similar equation is obtained for the axial direc-
tion. Thus, on the envelope surface, the transverse
force, as well as the transverse momentum of the
particle, are zero. This apparently paradoxical
property can be resolved by expanding the poten-
tials in the vicinity of the equilibrium orbit, de-
fined by (8p.1/8r)0 = 0 and chosen as the reference
orbit, with a smallness parameter e function of p.1
only. From (A.2) and (A.3) there results:
where j is written for jo, since (v r >= <vz>= 0 as
in the general case. Note that, from the definition
(6) of the temperature, it is found obviously:
ro y
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The Maxwell equations, written inside the beam,
are:
where:
L\ = 82/8r2 + (l/r)8/8r + 82/8z2
or, since L\V = - (me 2 /q)L\y, and introducing the












- OZ2 = oR2 + R- 1 oR - [K + R-1]A
with:
2 2K = floq rono
myo
These two linear independent equations allow, by
successive derivation-knowing A on the equilib-
rium orbit and the radial derivatives of y and A on
t~is orbit-~the determination of the Taylor expan-
SIon coefficIents of the potentials and consequently,
from '(A. 1), the determination of the expansion of
P1- in the vicinity of the equilibrium orbit. This
expansion can be written in the form, with
X = R - 1:
i=oo q=oo




p= i/2 = 1 q= j/2 -(2p+ 1)= 0
ei{bi,i sin(i8) + e3bi+1, j+ 3 sin[(i + 1)8]}
Expressing the development of X, for instance:
X = ea1. 1 cos 8 + e2a2.2 cos 28 + e3a3.3 cos 38
+ e4(a4.4 cos 48 + aO.4)
+ eS(as, S cos 58 + a1. S cos 0)
+ e6(a6 • 6 cos 60 + a2 • 6 cos 28)
+ e7(a7, 7 cos 78 + al. 7 cos 8)
+ eS(as.s cos 88 + a2.s cos 28 + ao.s)
+ e9(a 9 , 9 cos 98 + a1• 9 cos 8 + a3,9 cos 38)
+ etc...
it is seen that, putting (A.6) into (A.5), the coeffi-
c.ient~ ai, j and bi, j can be determined by identifica-
tIon In such a way that P1- does not depend on 8.
More precisely, writing cos 8 = V, one obtains:
P1- = Po + P2 e2 + VQ2 e3 + P4 G4
+ VQ4es + etc. .. (A.7)
where P2n and Q2n are polynomials in V 2 of
degree n which must satisfy the conditions:
P2 = V 2(P22 ai, 1 - P02 bi, 1) + P02 bi, 1
so that, with at, 1 . b1 , 1 = 1:
a4 _ P0211 --
, P12
Q2 = 2[2V2(P22 Q l.l a2.2 - P02 b l.l b2.2)
- (P22 aI, 1a2,2 - 2P02 b1 , 1b2,2)] + Q2
8P2n/8V = 0; Q2n = 0
As can be shown, the number of these conditions
introduces as many relations between the coeffi-
cients Pi)' and coefficients a· .and b. .as the number~ l, ) l, )
of these last coefficients, if the following additional
relations are satisfied:
P1- = Po + P22 X2 + P02 Z2 + X(P33 X2 + P13 Z2 )
+ P44X4 + P24X2Z2 + P04 Z4
+ X(P SS X 4 + P3SX2Z2 + P1SZ4) + etc.
(A.5)
In view of expressing the boundary conditions on
the envelope surface P1- = 0, it is useful to introduce,
as already mentioned, a unique smallness param-
eter e, and write the equation of the curves P1- =
const .in the parametric form:
;=00 q=oo




ei{ai,i cos(iO) + e3ai+1, i+ 3 cos[(i + 1)0]}
(A.6)
at ,l + 2q . bi ,l + 2q = 1
For instance:
for q 2 0
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where Q2 == V2Q22 .+ Q20 is.a known polynomial
with:
Q 3 b2 3 P1322 == P33 Ql, 1 - Pl3 al, 1 1,1 == P33 al, 1 - ~
1.1
Q b2 P1320 == P13 alii 1 == --
, , Q
1,1
It is then found:
Q22 + Q20
a2 ,2 ==- 2P22 Ql,1
b
2
2 = - Q22 + 2Q20 = _ aI, I(Q22 + 2Q20)
'4P02 bl,1 4P02
Similarly:
P4 = P22[4V4(2a 1 ,la3,3 + at2)
- 4V2(3a 1, I G3,3 + 2Q~,2) + at2]
+ P02[ -4V4(2b 1,Ib3.3 + bt2)
+ 2V2(5b1. I b3. 3 + 2b~. 2) - 2b1. 1b3.3] + P4
where P4 is a known polynomial of degree 2 in
V 2 ;. two relations are then determined which give
the coefficients a3,3 and b3,3' From Q4' three
relations are determined which give a4 , 4' b4,4
and ao, 4' and so on for higher order coefficients.
Since the expansion (A.7) of P.L is assumed to be
convergent, a value 8 == 8* corresponding to the
envelope surface P.L == 0 can be determined, so
that the equations (A.6) give the parametric
equations of the envelope surface in Fourier'
series form. Thus the potentials and their normal
derivatives are obtained in parametric form on this
surface.
To resolve the Laplace equation in the space
outside the beam, an orthogonal coordinate system
can be chosen defined by:
X = C + (CII> + ~I)cOS ()
(
2 d2 )+ C2 8 + 82 cos 28 + ...
Z = (CII> - ~l}in() + (C2 1>2 - ~;}in2() + ...
which, by the transformation 8 == exp{~}, e == 11
corresponds to a conformal mapping; C, Ci and di'
are coefficients which can be determined by
identification from (A.6) in such a way that the
envelope surface corresponds to a constant value
of 8, for instance 8 == 8*. Thus, it is obtained,
as developed in a former publication,t4 with
W == rI/2 V:
with:
The function W is then computed as an expansion
in the vicinity of the envelope surface by:
W(~, 1]) = W(~*, 1]) + aw~~*, 1]) (~ - ~*)
with 8* == exp{~*}, where
aw(~*, 11)w(~*, 1]) and a~
are known, and where a2W(~*, 11)/a~2 and the
following derivatives are deduced from the differen-
tial equation.
A similar derivation allows the determination of
A in the space outside the beam.
It is then theoretically possible, in a way similar
to the general case, to determine the shape of a
conducting jacket and of an annular coil, as well
as the surface currents flowing azimuthally on this
coil, so that the boundary conditions are satisfied
for the total electric and magnetic fields.
